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Abstract—Leveraging a recent method for spectrally-shaped 
random FM (RFM) waveform generation, in conjunction with a 
particular implementation of spread-spectrum signaling, a multi-
user form of dual-function radar/communication (DFRC) is 
proposed that seeks to balance the disparate requirements of each 
function. Using a radar-amenable spread-spectrum multiple-
access signaling scheme, receive dynamic range for sensing is 
preserved by exploiting high-dimensional (and thus separable) 
waveforms, which are specifically structured to convey encoded 
information in a manner that can be readily decoded at a 
communication receiver. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Operation in congested spectral environments is, or will soon 

become, the norm for radar systems due to voracious demand 
for commercial wireless services. Consequently, radar systems 
will necessarily be tasked with performing spectrum sharing in 
some manner [1-4]. In short, the radar must consider 
interference both to and from other users in the environment. 

In contrast to sharing spectrum between users, the prospect 
of realizing a dual-function radar/communication (DFRC) mode 
within a single system raises an altogether different design trade-
space since the system retains complete control (as opposed to 
“external” users like commercial cellular), and yet must address 
the conflicting requirements of each function (e.g. [5-12]). For 
instance, the inherent signal variability that arises from 
conveying information also imposes a range sidelobe 
modulation (RSM) onto radar clutter that limits receiver 
sensitivity if it is not properly compensated [13-15]. 

Extending the DFRC concept from a single system to a 
network of multiple nodes introduces further complexity, while 
also beginning to blur the lines between spectrum sharing and 
DFRC (though here we only consider “internal” users in the 
form of other known radars). Put another way, can multiple 
proximate radars operate concurrently when each is using a 
DFRC mode? Moreover, can they do so without requiring 
additional spectrum resources, which are scarcely available, and 
without compromising their primary mission as a sensor?  

Here we consider an approach to this multi-user 
radar/communication (MURC) problem that also accounts for 
the physical requirements of radar transmitters. Specifically, we 
examine the feasibility of a formulation possessing the 
following attributes: a) FM waveforms with sufficient spectral 
containment to be amenable to the radar transmitter; b) 
waveforms with high time-bandwidth product (TB) and 

nonrepeating uniqueness to maximize separability on receive 
while also providing natural robustness to interference; and c) a 
communication encoding/decoding mechanism that is robust to 
multi-user interference while not degrading radar performance. 
Generally speaking, we leverage the merging of spread-
spectrum (SS) multiple-access [16] with continuous phase 
modulation (CPM) [17] that previously realized SS/CPM [18-
21]. In the context of continuous-wave (CW) radar, a minimum 
shift keying (MSK) instantiation of DFRC could conceivably be 
realized by direct application of [20], though adequate 
separability in each radar receiver would be lacking since the 
information-bearing symbols were represented by a reusable set 
of M codes (thus high dynamic range could not be achieved). 
Consequently, here we explore a DFRC-specific form that 
exploits the recent stochastic waveform generation (StoWGe) 
formulation from [22] as a means to realize a nonrepeating 
coding scheme with custom-designed spectrum shaping. 

II. STOCHASTIC DFRC WAVEFORMS 
As observed in [13], the trade-space that drives DFRC 

centers on the necessity for waveforms to possess a stochastic 
component that conveys information, with the modulation of 
radar clutter arising as a by-product. The StoWGe framework 
was developed as means to produce pulsed random FM (RFM) 
radar waveforms by converting a random discrete data stream 
into a continuously varying FM signal having desired attributes 
in the expectation [22]. Specifically, given a particular template 
for the desired power spectrum, a transform matrix was designed 
via gradient-based optimization such that a Gaussian random 
process with zero-mean and unit variance would realize an FM 
signal adhering to the desired template on average. 

The combination of FM structure and proper choice of 
template (for sufficient spectral containment) makes StoWGe 
waveforms naturally amenable to the high-power amplification 
in radar transmitters. Further, since the transform matrix design 
only needs to occur once for a given template, an unlimited 
supply of unique, pulsed RFM waveforms can be generated. For 
pulse width T and 3-dB bandwidth B (set by the template), each 
waveform constitutes an FM signal of time-bandwidth product 
TB and possesses a unique continuous phase trajectory. 

In [23], a continuous-wave (CW) version of StoWGe was 
defined along with the consideration of driving this discrete-to-
continuous mapping with various non-Gaussian distributions. A 
notable consequence of this CW form is a structural 
simplification that can be viewed as using StoWGe to design the 
shaping filter in the CPM context [17] to yield a desired spectral 
response. A nonlinear communication modulation, CPM is used 
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extensively in aeronautical telemetry [24] and has also been 
modified to enable conversion of arbitrary polyphase radar 
codes into physically realizable FM waveforms [25]. Here we 
leverage the CW version of StoWGe in [23] that operates on a 
random binary distribution to pose the SS/CPM concept from 
[20] as a multi-user form of DFRC. 

III. BRIEF REVIEW OF CPM COMMUNICATIONS 
Standard CPM maps the communication symbol stream 

β[m], taken from a pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) 
constellation {±1, ±3, …} for symbol index m, into a digital FM 
signal. As the first step in this process, the symbols are mapped 
onto the continuous-time weighted impulse train 

   ( )s−
m

m mT    , (1) 

where Ts is the inter-symbol spacing. This weighted impulse 
train is convolved with frequency shaping filter b( ) to obtain 
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m

m b mT  ,  (2) 

where b( ) integrates to ½ and is only non-zero for the time 
interval s0  t LT , with L an integer known as the partial 
response parameter. Setting L = 1 indicates full-response CPM, 
while L > 1 denotes partial response CPM [26]. The filtered 
result of (2) is then integrated to form the phase function 
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in which h is the modulation index [17] that dictates the rate of 
phase change (and therefore scales the spectral content) and β is 
the collection of symbols. Finally, the phase function is 
exponentiated to produce the CPM waveform 

 ( ) ( )( ) ; exp ;s t j t=β β ,  (4) 

with the combination of the shaping filter, integration, and 
exponentiation yielding an FM structure that is constant 
amplitude and phase-continuous. 

IV. STOWGE-BASED SS/CPM 
For the communication-only application, typical shaping 

filters b(t) used in CPM include rectangular, raised-cosine, and 
others. In the DFRC context, however, we must pay particular 
attention to the shape of the power spectral density (PSD) 
because the Fourier-related autocorrelation determines the range 
sidelobe response; hence the utility of CW-StoWGe to realize a 
custom-designed PSD.  

The StoWGe-SS/CPM arrangement involves some other 
changes as well. Each symbol β[m] of the information-bearing 
data stream in (1) is now modulated by a group of N chip values 
to spread the symbol information in frequency. Define the mth 
N  1 code segment corresponding to the mth symbol β[m] as 
αm , where each code value αm[n] is drawn randomly from the 
discrete bivariate distribution {−1, 1} so that αm is unique from 
symbol to symbol. Therefore, the product β[m]αm represents a 
sequence of N chip values encoded with symbol information that 
can be implemented in the CPM modulation framework from 
Sect. III with a chip spacing of Tc = Ts / N. Since β[m] is drawn 
from a symmetric PAM constellation, the product with a 

bivariate αm does not alter the symbol distribution. Here, we 
consider one bit per symbol, so β[m]  {−1, 1}, and therefore 
β[m]αm is likewise drawn from a bivariate distribution, which 
has been shown [23] to provide the best spectral match when 
designing StoWGe shaping filter b(t) according to a desired 
spectral template [22].  

The frequency shaping filter b(t) is optimized using 
StoWGe’s expected frequency template error (ETFE) objective 
function [22] so that the waveform conforms to a desired PSD 
for a given chip duration Tc . The resulting shaping filter is 
denoted bs (t; L, ), which depends on a prescribed partial 
response parameter L (here always > 1) and η is the super-
Gaussian template spectral exponent described in [27,28] that 
controls containment. In contrast to standard CPM, the CW-
StoWGe filter generally does not integrate to ½ and cannot 
simply be normalized to do so without altering the optimized 
behavior of the filter. Moreover, the StoWGe-SS/CPM 
framework does not use modulation index h because scaling is 
addressed by the shaping filter optimization. For example, Fig. 1 
illustrates the CW-StoWGe filter designed for L = 8 and η = 4, 
where the optimization has produced a rather more complicated 
structure than the standard CPM filters (rectangular (RECT) and 
raised-cosine (RC)) that are also depicted. Note that the partial 
response parameter L is defined relative to the chip duration Tc 
(for CW-StoWGe) and not the symbol duration Ts .  

 
Fig. 1: Optimized CW-StoWGe shaping filter (blue) compared to 

standard rectangular (red) and raised-cosine (black) 

Incorporating these changes into the CPM framework yields 
the StoWGe-SS/CPM waveform, which takes the form  
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with parameter dependencies excluded for brevity. While (5) 
appears similar to the combination of (3) and (4), some 
important distinctions bear consideration. The SS coding can be 
generated using a pseudo-random noise (PRN) sequence that is 
effectively nonrepeating. The always changing N-length αm 
code segments can thus be known by a desired receiver that 
possesses the same PRN generator function and initial/current 
state. Moreover, the underlying PRN structure, mapped through 
the StoWGe-SS/CPM implementation, provides a natural multi-
user DFRC capability that is amenable to radar transmitters, can 
be decoded by communication receivers via appropriate 



sequence matching, and can achieve high dynamic range for 
radar receivers. The latter arises because unique emitter signals 
do not repeat (effectively) and thus realize high dimensionality 
(high TB), where sidelobe suppression and separability from 
other signals are on the order of 10 log10 (TB) [29]. 

The MURC framework therefore involves the use of k = 1, 
2, …, K emitters producing the distinct signals 
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that are each parameterized by unique data stream βk [m] and 
uniquely identifying code αm,k [n]. It is knowledge of the latter 
that permits the intended communication receiver to extract the 
data stream from a superposition of these FM signals (corrupted 
by noise, multipath, and possibly other interference), while each 
signal itself remains a useful CW radar waveform due to the 
imposed spectral shaping and physical structure.  

As a point of comparison, (6) can also be used to implement 
a direct-sequence SS form of minimum shift keying (MSK) 
[30] simply by replacing the CW-StoWGe filter bs (t; L, ) with 
the rectangular filter from Fig. 1 for which L = 1. We shall refer 
to this version as MSK-SS/CPM. The subsequent radar or 
communication receive processing remains the same. 

V. RADAR RECEIVE PROCESSING 
Radar receive processing can be readily performed using the 

signal from any of the emitters. At the ith radar receiver we can 
express the incident signal as 
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where xk,i (t) is the scattering induced by waveform sk (t) and 
captured at the ith receiver, inclusive of the corresponding 
transmit/receive beamforming and relative geographical 
arrangement, and with additive noise vi (t). Since each xk,i (t) 
profile can also subsume direct-path leakage between a given 
transmit/receive pair, the model in (7) denotes the totality of 
“internal” interference that a given radar receiver experiences. 

Assuming each radar is operating independently as a 
monostatic sensor, then the ith radar must rely on the yi (t) 
superposition in (7) to estimate the scattering x(k=i),i (t) induced 
by illumination s(k=i) (t). For independent waveforms and 
scattering across emitters, this estimation is accomplished by 
coherent matching to the desired waveform si (t) while the other 
K − 1 components establish the interference floor. 

Divide the ith CW signal into arbitrary-length waveform 
sections of extent Tsect (i.e. not dependent on α code segment 
extent) in a manner such that contiguous sections possess 
sufficient overlap to account for convolutional tails when 
applied as a pulse compression matched filter (see [31,32]). The 
resulting sequence of range domain responses can then be 
Doppler processed in the usual manner. Per [31,32], direct-path 
leakage for the ith collocated transmitter/receiver can be 
addressed using a form of the CLEAN algorithm (e.g. [33]). 

Reasonable separability from the other K − 1 scattering 
components arises from the assumption that each CW signal 
has a high TB. As noted above and illustrated in the next 
section, the separability of two signals occupying the same 

spectrum at the same time is on the order of 10 log10 (TB). For 
instance, for two signals having 100 MHz (108) bandwidth and 
a receive time interval of 10 ms (10−2), then TB = 106 and they 
achieve a separability of 60 dB if completely unique. 

VI. COMMUNICATION RECEIVE PROCESSING 
Extraction of encoded information from the kth emitter at 

some intended communication receiver is similar to radar 
processing, with the exception that the actual transmitted signal 
is hypothesized instead of being known exactly. Put another 
way, this receiver possesses knowledge of the underlying PRN 
sequence that produces αm code segments, but the β[m] symbol 
sequence is unknown information for the receiver to decode. 

Let the superimposed signal at the intended receiver be 
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where xc,k (t) is the multipath scattering of waveform sk (t) as 
observed by the communication receiver and vc (t) is additive 
noise. Since we are assuming this receiver has knowledge of 
αm , it is likewise reasonable to assume at least modest transmit/ 
receive synchronization. Consequently, let ( )

c ( )my t  be a portion 
of the signal in (8) that sufficiently encompasses the interval of 
the mth code segment (corresponding to the mth symbol), with 
some excess before/after for timing error tolerance. 

Decoding then involves the pair of hypothesized signals  
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for the kth emitter and for each αm code segment, with (9) and 
(10) clearly the complex conjugate of one another. While the 
binary code/symbol framework might appear to cause these 
signals to be identical (aside from a sign difference), the 
filtering and integration stages produce continuous-phase 
trajectories that are distinct and likewise achieve separability on 
the order of 10 log10 (Ts B). Fig. 2 depicts a random instantiation 
with Ts B = 100, which in this case yields a peak cross-
correlation of about −15 dB.  

 
Fig. 2: Example hypothesized signals from (9) and (10) for Ts B = 100 
depicting autocorrelations (i.e. coherently matched to received signal) and 
cross-correlation (the dissimilarity between coded symbols) 



We can therefore pose the decoding hypothesis test 
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with ( ) ( ) *
1 1( ) ( ( )), ,
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filters. Distinct from the “code as symbol” form of [20], which 
involved a fixed set of codes for each user, here the mth symbol 
for the kth emitter produces a pair of filters that naturally 
separate via their complex conjugate relationship and are 
perpetually replaced with new versions. 

Note that 2K filters are needed to decode all K concurrent 
symbols, with each emitter driven by a different PRN sequence. 
The decoding in (11) makes no assumption about the K 
concurrent symbols being synchronous, only that the timing of 
a particular desired code segment is adequately known. Finally, 
one could conceivably perform multipath combining by 
replacing the max(·) operations in (11) with summations, which 
should further improve symbol estimation performance. 

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS (RADAR ANALYSIS) 
Consider StoWGe and MSK (for comparison) versions of the 

proposed SS/CPM framework for DFRC using the shaping 
filters from Fig. 1 (rectangular for MSK). For total TB = 4  105, 
unique CW waveforms were generated for each case, with Fig. 
3 illustrating the resulting power spectrum along with desired 
template. The MSK spectrum clearly takes the shape one 
expects [17], exhibiting a gradual roll-off that may violate the 
radar’s spectral containment mask while also incurring greater 
transmitter distortion. In contrast, the StoWGe spectrum follows 
the desired template down to nearly −40 dB (from the 
normalized peak) and thereafter yields a flat roll-off more than 
10 dB lower than MSK.  

 
Fig. 3: Spectrum plot showing CW-StoWGe optimization template (green), 
the resulting CW-StoWGe power spectrum estimate (blue), and MSK 
power spectrum estimate (red) 

To assess section-wise radar receive processing, each CW 
waveform was divided into 400 sections, with each section 
having a time-bandwidth product of Tsect B = 103. Consequently, 
it is not surprising that the root-mean square (RMS) average of 
the section-wise autocorrelations in Fig. 4 yields a sidelobe 
response that is almost exactly −10 log10 (Tsect B) = −30 dB. 
Moreover, subsequent slow-time coherent combining (i.e. 
Doppler processing) across the 400 unique sections (without 

RMS averaging) is expected to provide an additional 
10 log10 (400) = 26 dB of sidelobe suppression, which agrees 
with the “Mean” result in Fig. 4. 

Fig. 5 shows a close-up view of the respective mainlobe 
responses from Fig. 4. Of particular note are the “shoulder” 
lobes for CW-StoWGe, which arise from the η = 4 super-
Gaussian spectral shape to which the signal is designed [27,28]. 
These shoulder lobes can simply be viewed as an extension of 
the mainlobe, with StoWGe also realizing a 2 dB lower sidelobe 
floor on top of the benefits of improved spectral containment. 

 
Fig. 4: RMS and mean (coherent) autocorrelation of CW-StoWGe (blue) 
and MSK (red) for total TB = 4105 and 400 segments 

 
Fig. 5: Mainlobe detail of RMS and mean (coherent) autocorrelation of 
CW-StoWGe (blue) and MSK (red) for total TB = 4105 and 400 segments 

The nonrepeating nature of these CW signals has the further 
utility of effectively eliminating range ambiguities, which is 
shown by examining the cross-correlation between contiguous 
segment pairs (see Fig. 6). The RMS and coherent mean 
sidelobe levels here are identical to those in Fig. 4. Further, 
assuming a set of K radars use CW-StoWGe or MSK signal 
structures, uniquely produced by each emitter, then the 
response in Fig. 6 illustrates the emitter-to-emitter cross-
correlation one can expect for a given pair. The linear 
superposition in (7) also means that the cross-correlation floor 
one would expect from the K − 1 other emitters is simply 
10 log10 (K − 1) higher than the response in Fig. 6 (assuming the 
same bandwidths and general signal structures). 

Finally, Figs. 7 and 8 depict the radar point spread function 
(PSF) for each waveform based on the same manner of 
sectioning, with pulse compression and subsequent slow-time 



processing across sections. Doppler sidelobes could readily be 
reduced via standard tapering but has not been applied here. As 
expected from Fig. 5, CW-StoWGe has a narrower mainlobe in 
range (along with visible shoulder lobes) arising from the 
different spectral shape/width. Away from the mainlobe and 
Doppler roll-off, we observe that CW-StoWGe exhibits a 
delay/Doppler background that appears slightly lower (is 
actually 1.3 dB lower), which will translate into a similarly 
lower amount of clutter RSM [13-15]. 

 
Fig. 6: RMS and mean (coherent) cross-correlation of CW-StoWGe (blue) 
and MSK (red) for total TB = 4105 and 400 segments 

 
Fig. 7: Mainlobe detail view of point spread function for CW-StoWGe 
based on segments of Tsect B = 103 

 
Fig. 8: Mainlobe detail view of point spread function for MSK based on 
segments of Tsect B = 103 

VIII. SIMULATION RESULTS (COMMUNICATION ANALYSIS) 
Because both the coding α[n] and symbol stream β[m] are 

random binary processes, the particular code length N and 
ensuing per-symbol time-bandwidth product (denoted Ts B) 

have no impact on radar performance. Clearly, these parameters 
do affect communication data rate and symbol error rate (SER).  

For values of Ts B set to 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100, we examine 
the decoding procedure described in (8)-(11). For a 3-dB 
bandwidth of 50 MHz, these values translate to data rates of 2.5, 
1.25, 0.83, 0.63 and 0.50 Mb/s, respectively (for 1 bit/symbol). 
Varying the number of emitters from k = 1, 2, …, 10, Monte 
Carlo simulations were performed for 104 independent trials.  

For the sake of simplicity, the communication channels were 
assumed to only possess a direct path component (i.e. no 
multipath) and no “near/far” disparity between received signal 
powers was considered. Finally, no additive noise was included. 
In short, the following conveys a simplified analysis to isolate a 
performance comparison due solely to multi-user interference, 
with considerable trade-offs, practical effects, and experimental 
assessment remaining to be examined (in sequel work). 

 
Fig. 9: CW-StoWGe SER plot for 104 Monte Carlo trials for various    

per-symbol time-bandwidth products Ts B 

 
Fig. 10: MSK SER plot for 104 Monte Carlo trials for various per-symbol 

time-bandwidth products Ts B 

Figs. 9 and 10 depict the resulting Monte Carlo SER curves 
for CW-StoWGe and MSK, respectively. As expected, there is 
a clear trend toward better estimation performance (lower SER) 
as the Ts B devoted to each symbol increases, which in turn 
yields a lower data rate. We also see that MSK is clearly out-
performing CW-StoWGe, which is not surprising since the L = 1 
full response shaping filter of the former naturally avoids inter-
symbol interference (ISI) in the absence of multipath. Indeed, 
MSK can achieve perfect decoding for the k = 1 case due to the 
complete absence of noise and multipath.  

In contrast, the L = 8 partial response shaping filter that 
allows StoWGe to achieve desirable spectrum shaping for radar 
is somewhat detrimental to the communication function, with 



even the k = 1 case exhibiting decoding errors (especially when 
Ts B is low). However, there is clearly a regime of high enough 
Ts B and low enough K where acceptable performance is 
possible, though this result does suggest the need for further 
investigation into whether StoWGe filter optimization can also 
account for SER performance. Note that the demodulator used 
here is simple and does not address ISI caused by the CW-
StoWGe partial response shaping filter. At the cost of higher 
complexity, more sophisticated extensions of (9)-(11) could 
conceivably address ISI as well as incorporate error correction. 

IX. CONCLUSIONS 
A framework for multi-user DFRC operation has been 

proposed with a goal of addressing the rigors of high-power 
radar transmitters and realizing sufficient radar receive 
separability. Being based on random binary coding and data, 
mapped into a physical FM signal structure possessing good 
spectral containment, the resulting nonrepeating CW signal is 
easily scalable according to desired data rate and number of 
concurrent emitters. Compared to MSK as a baseline, the CW-
StoWGe form does exhibit poorer communication performance 
as part of the trade-off for better spectral containment and 
marginally better radar performance, though further work is 
needed to fully explore this trade-space. 
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